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*2 Introduction
To call patent law complex is to call the sky blue or the ocean vast and deep. Patent law’s complexity has long been
acknowledged, and notwithstanding reform proposals aimed at simplification, it is likely to remain complex.1 This pervasive
complexity stems at least in part from the goal of patent law, from the underlying technology to which patent law applies, and
also from the interaction between these two factors.

Patent law’s goal--“[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts”2--invites complexity because it requires the law to
craft a careful balance between encouraging innovation by awarding limited exclusivity without stifling competition and
advancement.3 The complexity of patent law is also a function of the frequently complex technology to which it applies.4
These two contributors to complexity *3 also interact with one another. Advances in technology not infrequently require
patent law, which must maintain its precarious balance, to evolve by addressing legal questions of first impression.5
Questions of first impression are especially likely to arise when technology evolves in an unforeseen way. Yet, in an
important sense, unforeseen technological evolution is precisely what the patent law seeks to encourage. To this extent, at
least, patent law’s complexity is entrenched: technology must advance for patent law to justifiably exist,6 and as technology
evolves, patent law must work to keep up.
To recognize that hard or puzzling issues of patent law are inevitable, however, does not mean that when confronted with
those issues it is best to simply succumb to the confusion that complexity invites. Rather, the community should strive to
develop and maintain rules of patent law that are both: (1) consistent with the constitutionally proclaimed goal of promoting
the useful arts and sciences; and (2) as consistent across like cases as possible, despite the inevitable complexity of the task.
Congress and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit are each responsible for ensuring that the complexities of patent
law are resolved in closest fidelity to the utilitarian goal of the patent system, but the Federal Circuit bears the brunt of the
responsibility for bringing coherence and predictability to patent law.7 They cannot be expected to accomplish these
Herculean tasks without input from those affected by patent law. The Federal Circuit has recognized this, as is shown by its
distinguished tradition of inviting amicus briefing when confronting difficult and important issues.8 No doubt this tendency to
invite informed discussion has contributed *4 to the court’s success.9
Thus, although the answers to complicated patent law issues are rarely clear, everyone affected can participate in the
discussion making it possible to arrive at good answers--answers that are consistent with the goals of patent law, that yield
predictable results, and are consistent across like cases. As a contribution to that discussion, this Article evaluates six difficult
patent-law issues that are currently in need of resolution. Rather than purporting to have easy answers, the discussion
compiles and presents the points and counter-points pertinent to the proposed resolution of these six puzzlers. Consideration
of these perspectives will strengthen the ultimate resolutions.
Part Two questions what should be the role of dictionaries in claim construction. Part Three discusses whether the
presumption of a patent’s validity should be weakened or eliminated. Part Four asks whether the Federal Circuit’s recent en
banc decision in Knorr-Bremse Systeme Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GMBH v. Dana Corp.10 improved the law regarding willful
infringement by abolishing the adverse inference that an opinion of counsel was or would have been unfavorable in cases
where the accused infringer fails to obtain or produce an exculpatory opinion, and holding that a substantial defense to
infringement is one factor to be considered but is not per se sufficient to defeat liability for willful infringement, and
discusses the open questions left in Knorr-Bremse’s wake. Part Five discusses whether intent to cause the infringing acts
should be enough to find active inducement. Part Six questions whether the “reasonable royalty” should be calculated before
the infringer has sunk its development costs. Part Seven asks whether the Federal Circuit should clarify what constitutes
prosecution laches.
I. In Claim Construction, Should Dictionaries Reign Supreme??
Claim construction--determining the meaning of the limitations that govern a patentee’s right to exclude--is vital to the
stability of patent law.11 An empirical *5 study of the Federal Circuit’s post-Markman II12 claim construction decisions
through November 1, 2002 by Wagner and Petherbridge reports that the court’s claim construction rulings show a significant
and persistent split between proceduralists and judges who favor a holistic approach to claim construction.13
This split has been crystallized in recent decisions analyzing the role of dictionaries in claim construction. Although many
decisions address the issue, two are particularly illustrative of the difference: E-Pass Technologies, Inc. v. 3Com Corp.,14 and
Combined Systems, Inc. v. Defense Technology Corporation of America.15 The basic question is: in determining the scope of
claims, which should we look at first--the dictionary or the specification?
In E-Pass, the Federal Circuit vacated the district court’s grant of summary judgment of noninfringement due to an erroneous
construction of the claim term “electronic multi-function card.”16 This opinion, authored by Judge Dyk, joined by Judges
Clevenger and Linn--a panel Wagner and Petherbridge characterizes as proceduralist17--illustrates an approach to claim

construction under which dictionaries play a seemingly paramount role.
E-Pass had sued 3Com, alleging that 3Com’s “Palm Pilot” personal digital assistants infringed claim 1 of U.S. Patent No.
5,276,311 (“the ‘311 patent”).18 That claim provided, in pertinent part:
A method for enabling a user of an electronic multi-function card to select data from a plurality of data sources such as credit
cards, check cards, customer cards, identity *6 cards, documents, keys, access information and master keys comprising the
steps of: . . . .19 The district court construed “electric multi-function card” to mean “[a] device having the width and outer
dimensions of a standard credit card with an embedded electronic circuit allowing for the conversion of the card to the form
and function of at least two different single-purpose cards.”20
The sole question on appeal was whether the district court properly interpreted the claim term at issue to require specific
industry standard size dimensions.21 Relying heavily on dictionary definitions, the Federal Circuit held that it did not.22
The court described its approach to claim construction, as follows:
In order to construe a disputed claim term, we first seek the ordinary meaning of the claim term. Texas
Digital Sys. v. Telegenix, Inc., 308 F.3d 1193, 1202 (Fed. Cir. 2002). We resort initially to the relevant
dictionary definitions to determine the ordinary meaning of the term “card.”23 The court noted that
following oral argument in the case, it requested the parties to provide supplemental briefing identifying
relevant dictionary definitions.24 The court then cited several definitions from Merriam-Webster’s,
Random House, and the Oxford English dictionaries, none of which provided specific length, width, or
depth measurements for the term “card.”25
Although the court stated that in determining ordinary meaning, “we also look to the usage of the disputed claim term in
context,”26 the analysis relegated the specification to a secondary role. After noting that nothing in the other claim terms
defining the card suggested a size limitation, the court stated:
Generally speaking, we indulge a “heavy presumption” that a claim term carries its ordinary and customary meaning.
However, we next look to the specification to determine “whether the presumption of ordinary and customary meaning is
rebutted.”27 *7 The court in E-Pass thus suggested that unless the patentee acted as his or her “own lexicographer and imbued
the claim terms with a particular meaning or disavowed or disclaimed scope of coverage, by using words or expressions of
manifest exclusion or restriction,”28 the specification would not alter the interpretation of the claim. Although the
specification of the ‘311 patent stated that “[p]articular advantages are provided by the simple form of the electronic
multi-function card which has the outer dimensions of usual credit or check cards,” and noted that credit cards “normally
have standardized dimensions,”29 the court stated that it must interpret claims in light of the specification without
unnecessarily importing limitations, and concluded that “the words ‘simple form’ and ‘normally’ suggest that the card may
deviate from the usual dimensions.”30 Thus, the court concluded that:
[I]n this context, the statements that the “electronic multi-function card has the outer dimensions of usual credit or check
cards” and that credit cards “normally have standard dimensions” suggest a preferred aspect of the invention subject to
variability rather than a precise definition.31 Similarly, although the specification described “electronic storages in a card-like
very flat housing,” as an aspect of the invention, and noted that this aspect has been practiced in the form of check-card
calculators “which only have a thickness hardly larger than that of usual . . . credit cards,”32 the court concluded that these
statements described the earlier technology and a preferred embodiment and were not a lexicographic definition of the size of
the claimed invention.33
In a footnote, the court noted that “[w]here claim language is ambiguous, the purpose of the invention described in the
specification may, of course, sometimes be useful in resolving the ambiguity.”34 Nevertheless, the court found no ambiguity
in the claim term “card” and criticized the district court for having limited the claim in light of the perceived purpose of the
invention (because a bulky card would not serve the purpose of simplifying the use of credit cards).35
*8 The dictionary-dominant approach to claim construction taken in E-Pass and other recent decisions diverges from the
approach taken in other Federal Circuit cases.36 Combined Systems, Inc. v. Defense Technology Corporation of America
illustrates the alternative approach.37 Wagner and Petherbridge characterize the judges comprising the Combined Systems
panel as a holistic judge and two swing judges.38 Judge Michel, one of the so-called swing judges, authored the opinion.

In Combined Systems, the Federal Circuit affirmed the district court’s claim construction and resulting grant of summary
judgment of noninfringement.39 The parties competed in the field of low-lethality anti-personnel munitions used to
incapacitate people without causing serious injury or death.40 Combined Systems sued Defense Technology Corporation of
America, alleging infringement of U.S. Patent No. 6,202,562 (“the ‘562 patent”) directed to a method of shaping a
low-lethality projectile.41 Several steps of the claimed method, involving forming folds, were at issue.42 Claim 1, the sole
claim of the ‘562 patent, read, in pertinent part, as follows:
A method of shaping a projectile so as to have a specified low-lethality consequence upon impact against an individual, said
shaping method comprising the steps of
*9 . . . .
using preliminarily an unfilled tubular sock-like projectile body of fabric construction material having a closed front end and
a rear edge bounding a rear opening thereinto,
filling through said rear opening of said tubular sock-like projectile body a selected amount of lead shot to assume a position
therein against said closed end,
forming folds in said tubular sock-like projectile body immediately forward of said rear opening thereof,
inserting said formed folds of said tubular sock-like projectile body into said projectile compartment front opening. . . .43 The
district court granted the defendant’s motion for summary judgment of noninfringement on the grounds that “to the extent
any ‘folds’ are ever formed” in the defendant’s process, “they are created as part of the process of insertion [of the projectile
into the shell] and not prior to it.”44 On appeal, Combined Systems challenged the district court’s claim construction, which
had relied in part on the American Heritage dictionary definition of the term “fold” to conclude that the “forming folds”
limitation required the deliberate and systematic creation of folds.45
The Federal Circuit affirmed, relying on a methodology that emphasized the role of the specification and reduced the status
of dictionaries.46
The court began by noting two canons of claim construction on which proponents of both approaches agree. First, “[t]he
language of the claim defines the boundary of its scope,” and accordingly, claim construction “begins and ends in all cases
with the actual words of the claim.”47 Second, claims must be construed “as they would be understood by a person of ordinary
skill in the art to which the invention pertains.”48
The court’s description of the role of the specification then proceeded to expose the difference in claim construction
methodology.49 In Combined Systems, the Federal Circuit described the role of the specification as follows:
“The words used in the claim[] are interpreted in light of the intrinsic evidence of record, including the written description,
the drawings, and the prosecution history, if in evidence.” Teleflex, 299 F.3d at 1324. “In the absence of an express intent to
impart a *10 novel meaning to the claim terms, the words are presumed to take on the ordinary and customary meanings
attributed to them by those of ordinary skill in the art.” Brookhill-Wilk 1, LLC v. Intuitive Surgical, Inc., 334 F.3d 1294,
1298 (Fed. Cir. 2003).50 Thus, under the approach taken in Combined Systems, the specification plays an important role, not
only if the patentee has acted as his or her own lexicographer, but also by informing the context from which the relevant
person of ordinary skill in the art would interpret the claims. The Federal Circuit explained that the district court relied on the
specification, in addition to the dictionary, to conclude that the ordinary meaning of “forming folds” required deliberate and
systematic creation.51 In response to the plaintiff’s contention that the district court improperly placed undue weight on the
dictionary definition, which constitutes extrinsic evidence, the Federal Circuit stated, “[h]ad the district court relied
exclusively on the dictionary definition or allowed it to overcome clear language in the patent itself, its methodology
(although not necessarily its conclusion) would have been clearly wrong.”52
The court in Combined Systems concluded that the district court had not indiscriminately relied on a dictionary definition.53
Rather, the district court had reviewed and considered the written description and figures and had not allowed a dictionary
definition to overcome clear language in the patent.54

Nevertheless, the Federal Circuit cautioned that the district court “may have read some isolated statements in certain recent
opinions too rigidly and in isolation from the entire body of our claim construction jurisprudence.”55 Without identifying
those isolated statements or recent opinions, the court explained that the role of the specification is not limited to determining
whether it contradicts a dictionary definition of the claim term at issue.56 The court stated:
If, which we doubt, . . . the district court believed that our cases permit consulting the specification solely for the limited
purpose of determining whether it contradicts the dictionary meaning of a claim term, such a view is not supported by our
case law, read as a whole. As we have recently stated, “[t]he written description must be examined in every case, because it is
relevant not only to aid in the claim construction analysis, but also to determine if the presumption of ordinary and customary
meaning is rebutted.” Brookhill-Wilk, 334 F.3d at 1298. Thus use of the specification to “determine if the presumption *11
of ordinary and customary meaning is rebutted” is no more important than examining it “to aid the claim construction
analysis . . . .”57 Thus, the roles of dictionary definitions and of the specification in claim construction contemplated by
E-Pass and Combined Systems appear at odds. That is our first patent law puzzler: should the dictionary reign supreme?
Because everyone agrees that claim construction starts with the language of the claims, and that (absent situations where the
patentee clearly adopts another definition) claims must be given their ordinary meaning to a person of ordinary skill in the
art, the question really is: which approach is more likely to arrive at that meaning?
The strongest arguments in favor of the dictionary-dominant approach appear in the decisions applying it. In Texas Digital,
for example, the Federal Circuit, in an opinion authored by Judge Linn, wrote:
Dictionaries, encyclopedias and treatises, publicly available at the time the patent is issued, are objective resources that serve
as reliable sources of information on the established meanings that would have been attributed to the terms of the claims by
those of skill in the art. Such references are unbiased reflections of common understanding not influenced by expert
testimony or events subsequent to the fixing of the intrinsic record by the grant of the patent, not colored by the motives of
the parties, and not inspired by litigation.58 Although noting that intrinsic evidence may play an important secondary role, the
court stated that where the intrinsic record is consistent with multiple dictionary definitions, the claims may be construed to
encompass all such meanings.59 Consulting the written description and prosecution history first, however, would invite
improperly importing limitations into the claims.60 Consequently, according to the court in Texas Digital, a claim construction
methodology that examines dictionary definitions first is most likely to produce a proper interpretation of the claims:
By examining relevant dictionaries, encyclopedias and treatises to ascertain possible meanings that would have been
attributed to the words of the claims by those skilled in the art, and by further utilizing the intrinsic record to select from
those possible meanings the one or ones most consistent with the use of the words by the inventor, the full breadth of the
limitations intended by the inventor will be more accurately determined *12 and the improper importation of unintended
limitations from the written description into the claims will be more easily avoided.61 One problem with this approach, as
observed by the court in Combined Systems, is that dictionary definitions can be grossly out of context.62 The Combined
Systems Court quoted from its opinion in Renshaw PLC v. Marposs Societa’ per Azioni,63 which noted that one of the
Federal Circuit’s predecessors had admonished that: “Indiscriminate reliance on definitions found in dictionaries can often
produce absurd results.”64 Moreover, in many instances a phrase is more than the sum of its words. Though the dictionary
definition of individual words may shed some light on the definition of a phrase, the phrase often takes on a specific meaning
when used by members of an industry which would not be picked up by the dictionary definition of the component words.
In addition, putting the dictionary first may yield different results depending on the date the dictionary was published and the
specific dictionary used. Dictionaries--which are written completely without consideration of the invention being
claimed--may be objective, but they are just as frequently uninformed and may lag behind technology. Even when
dictionaries dated at the time of invention are used, meaning--particularly in contexts involving rapidly developing
technology--may have evolved among those of ordinary skill in the art faster than it was documented in any dictionary,
technical or otherwise.
For example, before the advent of the modern digital computer, definitions of “computer” included people who perform
computations.65 Dictionary definitions of the term “computer” continued to include that definition even after analog and
digital computers became well known in the art: the Random House American College Dictionary from 1963 includes a
definition of “computer” as: “one who computes.”66 Imagine a specification from 1963 discussing “computers” and referring
to them only in the context of electrical devices but not specifically excluding people. Should the claim term “computer” in
such a specification be construed to include “one who computes?” The dictionary-dominant approach seems to require such a
result unless the specification expressly excludes people. But it seems clear that at least in some cases, specifications will

contain contextual discussion that should *13 limit the scope of the claims, even where there is no express inconsistency with
a dictionary definition from the pertinent time.
On the issue of which approach to claim construction should prevail, the authors unanimously would stick with the one taken
in Combined Systems rather than the dictionary-dominant E-Pass approach. We are persuaded that although using the
specification may be more difficult and perhaps more time consuming, the context provided by the specification will result in
a truer meaning of the disputed term than will melding strings of words plucked from dictionaries. Additionally, the
specification is not biased toward litigation, and is the best objective and contemporaneous definition available. This is not to
say that the dictionary has no place in claim construction--we would still certainly use contemporaneous dictionaries to
provide a “sanity check” on the construction of a term.
Whichever methodology prevails, one thing is certain: litigants and district courts would benefit from a swift resolution. The
Federal Circuit has already recognized as much.
On July 21, 2004, the court granted a petition for rehearing en banc in Phillips v. AWH Corp.,67 vacating the panel decision
and certifying seven questions on the issue of claim construction. In the now-vacated panel decision, Judge Lourie, joined by
Judge Newman, construed the term “baffle” in a patent related to vandalism-resistant building modules to exclude those
angled at 90 degrees.68 The panel majority explained:
From the specification’s explicit descriptions of the invention, we conclude that the patentee regarded his invention as panels
providing impact or projectile resistance and that the baffles must be oriented at angles other than 90 degrees. Baffles
directed at 90 degrees cannot deflect projectiles as described in the ‘798 patent, and, in any event, are disclosed in the prior
art.69 Judge Dyk dissented in part, arguing that the panel majority erroneously construed the term “baffle” more narrowly than
its ordinary meaning, improperly imposing a structural limitation from the patentee’s preferred embodiments.70 Phillips thus
brought the divergent approaches to claim construction exemplified by cases such as E-Pass and Combined Systems to a head
in a case in which the approaches yielded very different results. The need to clarify the proper result--and the proper
approach--was clear.
The Federal Circuit has taken this opportunity to provide much-needed clarification, certifying a thorough set of questions
relating to the proper approach to *14 claim construction. It invited the parties and amicus curiae to submit briefs directed to
the following questions:
1. Is the public notice function of patent claims better served by referencing primarily to technical and general-purpose
dictionaries and similar sources to interpret a claim term or by looking primarily to the patentee’s use of the term in the
specification? If both sources are to be consulted, in what order?
2. If dictionaries should serve as the primary source for claim interpretation, should the specification limit the full scope of
claim language (as defined by the dictionaries) only when the patentee has acted as his own lexicographer or when the
specification reflects a clear disclaimer of claim scope? If so, what language in the specification will satisfy those conditions?
What use should be made of general as opposed to technical dictionaries? How does the concept of ordinary meaning apply if
there are multiple dictionary definitions of the same term? If the dictionary provides multiple potentially applicable
definitions for a term, is it appropriate to look to the specification to determine what definition or definitions should apply?
3. If the primary source for claim construction should be the specification, what use should be made of dictionaries? Should
the range of the ordinary meaning of claim language be limited to the scope of the invention disclosed in the specification, for
example, when only a single embodiment is disclosed and no other indications of breadth are disclosed?
4. Instead of viewing the claim construction methodologies in the majority and dissent of the now-vacated panel decision as
alternative, conflicting approaches, should the two approaches be treated as complementary methodologies such that there is
a dual restriction on claim scope, and a patentee must satisfy both limiting methodologies in order to establish the claim
coverage it seeks?
5. When, if ever, should claim language be narrowly construed for the sole purpose of avoiding invalidity under, e.g., 35
U.S.C. §§102, 103 and 112?
6. What role should prosecution history and expert testimony by one of ordinary skill in the art play in determining the

meaning of the disputed claim terms?
Consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision in Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 517 U.S. 370 (1996), and our en
banc decision in Cybor Corp. v. FAS Technologies, Inc., 138 F.3d 1448 (Fed. Cir. 1998), is it appropriate for this court to
accord any deference to any aspect of trial court claim construction rulings? If so, on what aspects, in what circumstances,
and to what extent?71
*15 Judge Rader concurred and noted that the court should also receive commentary on whether claim construction is
amenable to resolution by strict algorithmic rules.72
Chief Judge Mayer alone dissented from the order granting en banc review.73 He explained that, in his view, until the Court
reconsiders its holding that claim construction is a pure question of law, “any attempt to refine the process is futile.”74 Chief
Judge Mayer urged the court to eschew the fiction that claim construction is a matter of law on the grounds that claim
construction obviously depends on underlying factual determinations that should be reviewed for clear error.75 The dissent
concluded by stating:
To pretend otherwise inspires cynicism. Therefore, and because I am convinced that shuffling our current
precedent merely continues a charade, I dissent from the en banc order.76 Whether the en banc decision in
Phillips resolves the questions raised by the divergent approaches exemplified in the Federal Circuit’s
recent claim construction jurisprudence remains to be seen. Even if it raises additional questions or fails
to resolve every open question about claim construction, rehearing Philips en banc is an admirable
proactive move to address crucial and complex questions of patent law. Particularly if the community
participates in the debate by responding to the request for amicus briefing, Phillips promises the
possibility of genuine advancement. It need not be a mere charade.

II. Should The Presumption of Validity Given to Patents Be Weakened or Abolished?
Patents currently receive a statutorily-granted presumption of validity. Section 282 of Title 35 of the U.S. Code provides that
“[a] patent shall be presumed valid” and that “[t]he burden of establishing invalidity of a patent or any claim thereof shall rest
on the party asserting such invalidity.”77 To overcome this presumption, the Federal Circuit has held that “the party
challenging a patent must prove facts supporting a determination of invalidity by clear and convincing evidence.”78
*16 The origins of the presumption are actually judicial, rather than legislative. Section 282 first codified the presumption of
validity in 1952.79 At that time an extensive body of case law established and applied the presumption of validity.80 Section
282 was intended to codify then-existing law regarding the presumption.81 As the Federal Circuit later explained, the rationale
behind this judicially-created presumption “was the basic proposition that a government agency such as the . . . Patent Office
was presumed to do its job.”82
But is this presumption warranted? Recently, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) concluded that at least the clear and
convincing evidence standard arising from the presumption is not justified. In its October 2003 report,83 the FTC made
“recommendations for the patent system to maintain a proper balance with competition law and policy.”84 One of those
recommendations was that Congress should enact legislation providing that validity challenges must be determined based on
a preponderance of the evidence standard.85 The report explained:
An issued patent is presumed valid. Courts require a firm that challenges a patent to prove its invalidity
by “clear and convincing evidence.” This standard appears unjustified. A plethora of presumptions and
procedures tip the scales in favor of the ultimate issuance of a patent, once an application is filed. In
addition, as many have noted, the PTO is underfunded, and PTO patent examiners all too often do not
have sufficient time to evaluate patent applications fully. These circumstances suggest that an overly
strong presumption of a patent’s validity is inappropriate. Rather, courts should require only a
“preponderance of the evidence” to rebut the presumption of validity.86 *17 Among the presumptions and
procedures noted by the FTC was the fact that the Patent Office must issue a patent unless it can establish
a prima facie case for rejection.87 Currently, the Patent Office has approximately 3,000 examiners.88
Hearing participants provided various estimations of the amount of time examiners can devote to analyze
a patent application, search for prior art, evaluate patentability, negotiate with the applicant, and write up

conclusions.89 No estimate was greater than 25 hours per application.90 James Rogan, then-director of the
Patent Office, has described the agency as experiencing a state of crisis.91 These considerations seem to
counsel against the clear and convincing proof burden.

Patentees might oppose abolishing the presumption or reducing the quantum of proof necessary to establish invalidity on the
grounds that the change would suddenly and retroactively decrease the value of their portfolios. The relatively high rate of
patents invalidated in litigation92 could cut both ways--instead of suggesting that the Patent Office grants too many patents,
perhaps the system is working fine, or patents are being too easily invalidated in litigation. Moreover, instead of abolishing
the presumption, Congress could increase funding for the Patent Office, allowing it to hire more examiners with greater
expertise. Such an adequately-funded organization of neutral, knowledgeable evaluators could do a job evaluating
patentability that would be worthy of the presumption.
But throwing more money into the Patent Office would not address the numerous questionable patents the agency has already
issued. And because the application process is ex parte, and the duty of candor does not require applicants to search for
pertinent prior art, increasing funding to the Patent Office would not necessarily solve the problem.93 From an economic
perspective, it may be cheaper to focus on making detailed validity determinations only in cases where patents are
challenged.94 To the extent patentees are upset by the prospect of a decrease in the *18 value of their portfolio, this concern
stands to be offset by the benefit to the public of lifting restrictions on the use of technology that may exist due to
improvidently granted patents. Perhaps the validity of patents--which the PTO grants based on the preponderance of the
evidence95--should be evaluated, when challenged in litigation, according to that same standard.
Prior to making the recommendations in its October 2003 report, the FTC, in conjunction with the Department of Justice,
held extensive hearings, considered written submissions, and conducted independent research.96 Nor is the FTC the first to
conclude that a strong presumption of validity is unwarranted.97 Whether or not Congress adopts it, the FTC’s
recommendation should prompt serious consideration of whether the presumption, requiring as it presently does, proof of
invalidity by clear and convincing evidence, should remain the law.
In considering the fate of the presumption, the treatment given to other agency determinations can be instructive. Completely
abolishing the presumption of validity would afford less deference to Patent Office determinations regarding patents than to
its determinations regarding trademarks, which are also presumed valid.98 Trademarks are presumed valid, but the burden
lying with the challenger is proof by preponderance of the evidence rather than by clear and convincing evidence.99
Registered copyrights also enjoy a presumption of validity that shifts the proof burden to the challenger.100 Preponderant
evidence defeats this presumption too.101
*19 Thus, the requirement of proof by clear and convincing evidence to rebut the presumption of validity appears unique to
patent law. Although the presumption of validity is statutory, the resulting proof burden was judicially imposed.
Consequently, the Federal Circuit, sitting en banc, could enact the FTC’s recommendation to reduce the quantum of proof
required to rebut the presumption without legislation.102
Doing so would also remedy another curiosity that arises by comparing the current presumption to the treatment of agency
decisions in other contexts. Generally, reviewing courts may affirm agency decisions only on the basis of the agency’s
rationale.103 In cases where a challenger introduces prior art that the Patent Office did not consider when deciding whether to
issue the patent, the current presumption affords deference to a decision the Patent Office never made. The presumption
currently requires proof of invalidity by clear and convincing evidence, even in cases in which the examiner--had he or she
been aware of the prior art cited by the challenger-- might not have allowed the patent to issue.
As we see it, the Federal Circuit should consider three choices: (i) maintain the presumption and the requirement of clear and
convincing evidence; (ii) maintain the burden and require a preponderance of the evidence to defeat the presumption; or (iii)
eliminate the presumption completely.
If the decision were up to us, we would maintain the presumption of validity, but we would allow the presumption to be
overcome by a preponderance of the evidence. We are persuaded that the clear and convincing evidence standard stacks the
decks too strongly in favor of the patent. We see no reason why the Patent Office’s decision to grant a patent should be
entitled to greater deference than a decision to grant a copyright or trademark, and requiring a preponderance of the evidence
would bring the treatment of the Patent Office’s decision to grant a patent into closer alignment with the treatment of other

similar agency decisions. We believe this would also help ameliorate the problem of encouraging the jury to defer to an
Examiner’s decision where the Examiner did not have certain prior art references and could not consider them in connection
with granting a patent.
III. What Questions Remain in the Law of Willfulness In Knorr-Bremse’s Wake?
In the 1986 decision Kloster Speedsteel AB v. Crucible, Inc.,104 the Federal Circuit reversed an implicit finding that the
defendant had not willfully infringed *20 the plaintiff’s patent.105 In so doing, the court recognized the propriety of an adverse
inference that many have come to characterize as having created a Hobson’s choice for defendants: rely on advice of counsel
and be forced to disclose communications that would otherwise be privileged, or choose not to rely on advice of counsel and
face an adverse inference that you either failed to exercise reasonable care or that any advice you obtained was unfavorable to
your defense against alleged patent infringement.106
In Kloster Speedsteel, the Federal Circuit noted that the district court did not have the benefit of its intervening decision in
Underwater Devices Inc. v. Morrison-Knudsen Co. Inc.107 which held that “where a potential infringer has actual notice of
another’s patent rights, he has an affirmative duty to exercise due care to determine whether or not he is infringing.”108
Although it noted that “not every failure to seek an opinion of competent counsel will mandate an ultimate finding of
willfulness,”109 the court held that:
In the present case, the totality of the circumstances, including the failure to seek advice of counsel, makes any finding of
non-willfulness clearly erroneous and compels the only alternative finding, i.e., that Stora’s infringement was willful.
...
Stora has not even asserted that it sought advice of counsel when notified of the allowed claims and Crucible’s warning, or at
any time before it began this litigation. Stora’s silence on this subject, in alleged reliance on the attorney-client privilege,
would warrant the conclusion that it either obtained no advice of counsel or did so and was advised that its importation and
sale of the accused products would be an infringement of valid U.S. patents.110 The emphasized language authorized the
imposition of an adverse inference based on the defendant’s exercise of the attorney-client privilege. Subsequently, in
Fromson v. Western Litho Plate and Supply Co.,111 the court reiterated that:
Where the infringer fails to introduce an exculpatory opinion of counsel at trial, a court must be free to infer that either no
opinion was obtained or, if an opinion were obtained, it was contrary to the infringer’s desire to initiate or continue its use of
the patentee’s invention.112 *21 The potential for drawing such an inference in every case where the defendant chooses not to
waive the privilege is at odds with the law requiring that willfulness be assessed based on the totality of the circumstances,113
and the law stating that an opinion is not always necessary to avoid liability for willful infringement.114 Some decisions state
that there are no “hard and fast per se rules” regarding willfulness.115 Given that many factors should be considered in
determining whether a party’s infringement was willful,116 does the drawing of an adverse inference elevate the need to obtain
(and disclose) an opinion of counsel to an improper stature?
Recently, the Federal Circuit concluded that it does. More than a decade after acknowledging the dilemma created by its
willfulness precedent,117 the Federal Circuit sua sponte took the appeal in Knorr-Bremse Systeme Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GMBH
v. Dana Corp.,118 en banc. On September 13, 2004, the court issued its en banc opinion in this case, abolishing the adverse
inference.119 The court wrote:
We now hold that no adverse inference that an opinion of counsel was or would have been unfavorable
flows from an alleged infringer’s failure to obtain or produce an exculpatory opinion of counsel.
Precedent to the contrary is overruled.120
The court explained that “an affirmative duty of due care to avoid infringement of the known patent rights of others” still
exists, but that the failure to obtain *22 or produce an exculpatory opinion of counsel “shall no longer provide an adverse
inference or evidentiary presumption that such an opinion would have been unfavorable.”121
The court also vacated the district court’s judgment of willful infringement and remanded the case for reconsideration of the
totality of the circumstances without the adverse inference.122 The district court had held that infringement regarding the

defendants’ Mark II brake product was willful in part because they did not stop using the product after it had been held to
infringe, but also because the defendants did not introduce any exculpatory opinions of counsel.123
In taking the Knorr-Bremse appeal en banc “to reconsider its precedent concerning the drawing of adverse inferences, with
respect to willful patent infringement, based on the actions of the party charged with infringement in obtaining legal advice,
and withholding that advice from discovery,”124 the Federal Circuit had invited the parties, as well as amicus curiae,125 to
submit additional briefs addressing four questions, three of which affect the law of willfulness in other cases.126 The questions
taken en banc were:
1. When the attorney-client privilege and/or work product privilege is invoked by a defendant in an infringement suit, is it
appropriate for the trier of fact to draw an adverse inference with respect to willful infringement?
2. When the defendant has not obtained legal advice, is it appropriate to draw an adverse inference with respect to willful
infringement?
3. If the court concludes that the law should be changed, and the adverse inference withdrawn as applied to this case, what are
the consequences for this case?
*23 4. Should the existence of a substantial defense to infringement be sufficient to defeat liability for willful infringement
even if no legal advice has been secured?127
More than twenty entities responded to the request for amicus briefing.128 The amicus briefs overwhelmingly recommended
abolishing the adverse inference and took the position that the existence of a substantial defense should be sufficient to defeat
liability for willfulness. Some even recommended abolishing the doctrine of willfulness or limiting willfulness to instances of
deliberate copying.129
The Federal Circuit abolished the adverse inference but declined to hold that a substantial defense per se bars a finding of
willfulness. Not surprisingly-- and perhaps unavoidably --Knorr-Bremse has raised new questions about the law of
willfulness. Even so, the decision is sure to be hailed as improving patent law by abolishing the adverse inference. However,
it leaves open significant questions that are likely to be the subject of heated debate.
A. Did the Court Eliminate the Hobson’s Choice Faced By Defendants?
Like the amici, the authors believe abolishing the adverse inference was the right thing to do. The rationale the court gave for
abolishing the adverse inference in Knorr-Bremse emphasized the inappropriate burdens the inference placed on the
attorney-client relationship130 and making patent law consistent with other areas of the law, in which courts have declined to
impose adverse inferences on invocation of the attorney-client privilege.131 The court also recognized that obtaining opinion
*24 letters regarding every potentially adverse patent is burdensome and costly and that its prior precedent had led to
extensive satellite litigation.132
Although the amici made these arguments, they also emphasized a different point: an adverse inference is not necessarily
factually warranted.133 The amici suggested that it simply may not be true that the accused infringer either carelessly failed to
obtain an opinion of counsel or that the opinion was unfavorable. Other explanations consistent with good faith may apply.
Alternative explanations cited by the amici for why a defendant might obtain, but decline to disclose a favorable opinion,
included:
1. Concern that disclosing the opinion would disqualify its author from serving as litigation counsel;134
2. a change in the applicable law that might aid an attack on the opinion’s competence;135
3. an inconsistent claim construction;136
*25 4. new facts contravening a defense that previously seemed strong;137

5. concern that the scope of any waiver will be construed broadly;138
6. concern that the opinion would alert the patentee to new arguments, or otherwise make her case for her;139
7. the opinion contradicts positions advanced in litigation or takes positions not advanced in litigation;140
8. concern that the author would make a poor witness or has become hostile to the client;141
9. concern that the opinion would prematurely disclose trial tactics, settlement-related positions, admissions on different
issues, or the identity of expert witnesses;142
10. concern that the opinion contains trade secrets or other confidential business information;143 and
11. concern that written statements of foreign actors who lack facility with English may create statements that can be made,
inappropriately, to look inculpatory.144
The Federal Circuit’s opinion in Knorr-Bremse did not elaborate on these considerations, perhaps because some of
them--such as the concern for disqualifying litigation counsel--do not necessarily counsel in favor of prohibiting the
fact-finder from drawing an adverse inference in every case. In contrast, concern for alleviating a chilling effect on
attorney-client communications--a concern that persuaded *26 the court and that the amici persuasively
expressed145--counsels in favor of prohibiting the fact-finder from drawing an adverse inference in any case.
Perhaps the most important question in the wake of Knorr-Bremse is whether, as a practical matter, it has actually eliminated
the Hobson’s choice faced by defendants. Significantly, the Court did not resolve the question of whether the trier of fact can
or should be allowed to hear evidence regarding whether or not the defendant sought advice of counsel, or if the defendant
did obtain an opinion of counsel, evidence regarding the fact that the defendant received an opinion of counsel and decided
not to disclose it for privilege reasons. Though these questions were raised by several amici, they were not specifically at
issue in Knorr-Bremse, and the Court declined to address them.146
The authors believe that as a practical matter, until these questions are answered, defendants will continue to face the same
Hobson’s choice even though the adverse inferences have been abolished. The reason for this is that although the adverse
inference may have been abolished, if juries are still permitted to consider the fact that a defendant chose not to obtain an
opinion of counsel (or that the defendant obtained an opinion but has chosen not to disclose it), the practical effect may be the
same. Importantly, the duty of care still remains.147 Coupled with the possibility that plaintiffs may be permitted to present
evidence regarding whether the defendant sought advice of counsel, this means that a plaintiff may still be able to argue to a
jury that a defendant should be found a willful infringer because it flaunted its duty of care and chose not to obtain advice of
counsel in spite of that duty.148 This is a significant enough risk that, until the Federal Circuit clarifies what evidence may be
presented to the jury, defendants will effectively continue to face the same Hobson’s choice.149
*27 Another open question is whether Knorr-Bremse will encourage companies and individuals to review patents issued to
others in their fields. To avoid the burden of having to obtain costly opinion letters regarding every potentially adverse
patent, some lawyers prior to Knorr-Bremse advised clients not to read patents unless necessary--a result that contravened the
public-notice policy behind issuing patents to begin with.150 On one hand, it would seem that the abolition of the adverse
inference where a defendant does not obtain an opinion of counsel should result in a more liberal approach to keeping abreast
of the patents issuing in one’s field. On the other hand, however, because the duty of care is triggered by knowledge of a
patent (as opposed to knowledge of an allegation of infringement), many companies may conclude that nothing has changed
and that the safer course is to refrain from reviewing patents in their fields.
B. Should a Substantial Defense Negate Willfulness?
Although many amici suggested that a substantial defense should be sufficient to negate willfulness because defenses
established at trial constitute a more reliable basis for determining the strength and reasonableness of a defense,151 the court
declined to adopt a per se rule.152 Arguments that “[t]he world of competition is full of ‘fair fights,”’153 which should be
encouraged,154 may succeed in precluding liability for willfulness, but in the wake of Knorr-Bremse, they will have to succeed
on a case-by-case basis.

Although the court did not elaborate on the situations in which a substantial defense might be insufficient, the authors believe
such situations may exist. A substantial defense seems to be inconsistent with the bad faith required for willfulness regardless
of whether the defense is ultimately successful; however, trial is late in *28 the game. The authors believe that a good faith
belief in a substantial defense at that time should negate willfulness, but it is possible for a defendant to have acted in total
disregard of another’s patent rights until trial and to then mount a good faith substantial defense at trial.155 The law should not
reward such recklessness.
Some amici suggested as much. The American Intellectual Property Law Association, for example, suggested that a
deliberate infringer--one who acts knowing the accused product to be patented and having no defense--should remain subject
to liability for enhanced damages regardless of subsequently developed defenses.156
Thus, although Knorr-Bremse has raised new questions regarding the law of willfulness, the decision seems to be a
significant step in the right direction.
IV. Should the Hypothetical Negotiation Posited in Reasonable Royalty Cases Be Calculated When Infringement
Began or, Instead, When the Infringer Had Other Choices and No Sunk Investments?
The award of damages for patent infringement is governed by 35 U.S.C. § 284, which provides:
Upon finding for the claimant the court shall award the claimant damages adequate to compensate for the
infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty for the use made of the invention by the
infringer, together with interest and costs as fixed by the court. In cases where the plaintiff and defendant
sold competing products covered by the patent, it may be possible to calculate the plaintiff’s actual
damages, or lost profits.157 However, where it is not possible to calculate actual damages, the patent
owner is entitled to a reasonable royalty.158
Early courts calculating reasonable royalties examined a variety of factors including an established royalty, the nature of the
invention, the utility and advantages of the invention, the extent of the use involved, the extent to which the defendant took
the plaintiff’s property, and the profits and savings that could be made upon its sale or adoption.159 As the case law evolved,
courts formulated what has *29 been called the “willing buyer and willing seller” rule, which has been defined in these
terms:160
In fixing damages on a royalty basis against an infringer, the sum allowed should be reasonable and that which would be
accepted by a prudent licensee who wished to obtain a license but was not so compelled and a prudent patentee, who wished
to grant a license but was not so compelled.161 In Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp., the court articulated
a framework for approximating the outcome of the hypothetical negotiation.162 This framework has been accepted by the
Federal Circuit as an appropriate framework for calculating reasonable royalty damages.163
*30 It appears to be a universally-accepted principle that the hypothetical negotiation is supposed to have occurred either
when the patent issued or on the date of first infringement, whichever comes later.164
Where does this rule come from? Federal Circuit cases following the rule cite Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Bros. Fibre Works,
Inc.,165 a Sixth Circuit case predating the creation of the Federal Circuit.166 In Panduit, the court posited that “[t]he key element
in setting a reasonable royalty after determination of validity and infringement is the necessity for return to the date when the
infringement began.”167 The court went on to explain:
On that date, [the plaintiff] possessed the particular property right found to have been infringed by [the defendant]. On that
date, [the plaintiff] had a particular profit margin, and the property right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the
patented product. At that point [the defendant] chose to continue the making and selling of the patented product.168 However,
the court later gave a somewhat conflicting explanation of its reasoning:
On the date a patent issues, a competitor which made no investment in research and development of the invention, has four
options: (1) it can make and sell a non-infringing substitute product, and refrain from making, using, or selling a product
incorporating the patented invention; (2) it can make and sell the patented product, if the patent owner be willing, negotiating
a license and paying a reasonable (negotiated) royalty; (3) it can simply take the invention, running the risk that litigation will

ensue and that the patent will be found valid and infringed, or (4) it can take a license under option (2) and thereafter
repudiate its contract, challenging the validity of the patent. Determination of a reasonable royalty, after election of option
(3), cannot, without injustice, be treated as though the infringer had elected option (2) in the first place.169 The latter
explanation suggests that the rule--setting the hypothetical negotiation at the time the patent issues or at first
infringement--only makes sense if the alleged infringer has not yet invested in or developed its own product. Indeed, a
defendant who has already invested in research, development, and marketing of its own product by the time a patent issues
does not have the same set of choices as a competitor which has made no investment. Panduit is thus itself ambiguous. Did
the Panduit court intend for the timing rule to apply only where the alleged infringer has not *31 developed its own product?
Or did it intend for the rule to apply regardless of the circumstances?
The Panduit court did not cite any case law in its discussion of the timing for the hypothetical negotiation.170 In Hanson, the
Federal Circuit adopted the Panduit language concerning returning to the date when infringement began with no discussion or
debate.171 The Hanson court did not discuss the somewhat inconsistent views expressed within the Panduit opinion regarding
the reasoning for the rule or address whether the rule applies to all circumstances or only where the alleged infringer has not
researched and developed its own product by the time of first infringement. Subsequent Federal Circuit opinions have cited
Hanson and Panduit for the timing of the hypothetical negotiation without addressing this issue either.172
Should the Panduit timing rule apply in all circumstances? Or, if the alleged infringer has already developed a product when
the patent issues, should the hypothetical negotiation take place right before research and development commences?
Defendants may argue that when the alleged infringer has invested extensive time and money in researching and developing
its own product before the patent issues, it is not fair to presume that the hypothetical negotiation would occur when the
patent issues. When the infringer decided to include the infringing feature in its product, it may have determined what it
thought the technology was worth. However, by the time the patent issues, the infringer may have spent millions of dollars on
research and development, marketed the product extensively, and built up its customer base. At that point, any negotiation
would be much more about protecting that investment and preserving the customer base than about the value of the
technology. It is not fair for the patentee to obtain an artificially high royalty that is inflated by factors other than the value of
the technology. Moreover, in many instances, there may be better data about the value the infringer placed on the technology
when it decided to sell the infringing product than later on, when the patent issues.
On the other hand, plaintiffs may argue that calculating the reasonable royalty when infringement begins provides a much
needed bright-line rule. Moreover, plaintiffs may argue that any alternative approach would permit infringers an easy escape
without paying a real royalty. Additionally, where the infringer has notice of the patent prior to the suit being filed, the
infringer arguably has an option not to infringe.
We are persuaded that the hypothetical negotiations should occur at the time the infringer decides to incorporate the
infringing technology into its product. We *32 believe this approach would fairly reflect the real value of the patent, as
opposed to unfairly allowing the patentee to capture profits that have nothing to do with the patent, and would yield a more
accurate valuation since the infringer would not have to pay an inflated price in order to recover its investment of time,
money, and resources.
IV. Should A Finding of Active Inducement Require Intent to Cause Infringement or Merely Intent to Cause the Acts
That Constitute Infringement?
Patent infringement may take the form of direct infringement (the defendant itself infringes the patent) or indirect
infringement (liability for direct infringement by others). Liability for indirect infringement may take the form of active
inducement pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) or contributory infringement in accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 271(c).
The statutory provision for contributory infringement contains an explicit knowledge requirement173 which the Supreme Court
and Federal Circuit have construed to require knowledge of the patent.174 However, the provision for active inducement
contains no explicit knowledge requirement,175 and the recent Moba B.V. v. Diamond Automation, Inc. opinion suggested
that to be liable for active inducement, the defendant need only intend for the infringing act to occur.176 Indeed, Moba says
nothing about knowledge of the patent. So what is the applicable law? Should the knowledge requirement for inducement to
infringe be any different from the requirement for contributory infringement? And what constitutes knowledge of the patent?

In order to answer these questions, it may be useful to review the historical evolution of the law of indirect infringement.
*33 A. Historical Background
“Prior to the enactment of the Patent Act of 1952, there was no statute which defined what constituted infringement.”177
However, infringement was judicially divided into two categories: “direct infringement” which was the unauthorized making,
using, or selling of the patented invention, and “contributory infringement,” which was any other activity where, although not
technically making, using, or selling, the defendant displayed sufficient culpability to be held liable as an infringer.178 Such
liability was under a theory of joint tortfeasance wherein one who intentionally caused, or aided and abetted, the commission
of a tort by another was jointly and severally liable with the primary tortfeasor.179
The most common pre-1952 contributory infringement cases dealt with the situation where a seller would sell a component
which was not itself technically covered by the claims of a product or process patent but which had no other use except with
the claimed product or process. In such cases, although a plaintiff was required to show intent to cause infringement, many
courts held that such intent could be presumed because the component had no substantial non-infringing use.180
The legislative history of the Patent Act of 1952 indicates that no substantive change in the scope of what constituted
“contributory infringement” was intended by the enactment of 35 U.S.C. § 271.181 The single concept of “contributory
infringement” was divided into active inducement - a type of direct infringement - and contributory infringement.
The Supreme Court made clear in the oft-cited Aro Manufacturing v. Convertible Top Replacement Co. cases that to be
found liable for contributory infringement, a defendant needed to have knowledge of the patent.182 In the Aro cases, the
plaintiff had a patent relating to convertible tops. The defendant made and sold ready-made fabric replacements for the
convertible tops sold by Ford Motor Company. The plaintiff informed the defendant by letter that it had rights to the patent,
that Ford did not have a license to the patent, and that anyone supplying ready-made fabric replacement tops would be a
contributory infringer. The Supreme Court held that “[w]ith respect to any sales that were made before [the date of the letter],
however, Aro cannot be held liable in the absence of a showing that at that time it had already acquired the requisite
knowledge that the Ford car tops were patented and infringing.” What the Supreme Court did not clarify, however, *34 was
whether the requisite knowledge included knowledge of its alleged infringement or just knowledge of the patent.
The Federal Circuit has not expressly answered this question but has focused on knowledge of the patent, rather than
knowledge of alleged infringement, in cases involving contributory infringement.183 In Trell v. Marlee Electronics
Corporation, the court reversed an award of damages for sales made prior to the defendant’s knowledge of the patent.184
Relying on Aro II, the court remanded and instructed the district court to determine whether and when the defendant knew of
the existence of the patent.185 Similarly, in Hewlett-Packard, the court observed that “§ 271(c) required not only knowledge
that the component was especially made or adapted for a particular use but also knowledge of the patent which proscribed
that use.”186
Unlike the provision for contributory infringement, § 271(b)--the statutory provision for active inducement--does not
explicitly require knowledge of the patent. However, an evolving knowledge requirement has been read into the statute. In
Water Technology Corporation v. Calco, Ltd. and Hewlett-Packard, the Federal Circuit clarified that “proof of actual intent
to cause the acts which constitute the infringement is a necessary prerequisite to finding active inducement.”187 The
contemporaneous Manville Sales Corporation v. Paramount Systems, Inc. opinion has been construed to establish that
knowledge of the patent is also required to support a finding of active inducement.188
In Manville, the plaintiff alleged that the officers of an infringing company were themselves liable for inducing
infringement.189 However, the officers were not aware of the patent prior to the initiation of the lawsuit, and after they were
*35 sued they had a good faith belief based on advice of counsel that the company’s product did not infringe.190 The Federal
Circuit reversed the district court’s imposition of liability under § 271(b) because there was no basis to conclude that the
officers had specific intent to cause infringement.191 The court explained that to prove active infringement:
It must be established that the defendant possessed specific intent to encourage another’s infringement and not merely that
the defendant has knowledge of the acts alleged to constitute inducement. The plaintiff has the burden of showing that the
alleged infringer’s actions induced infringing acts and that he knew or should have known his actions would induce actual
infringements.192 Although the Manville opinion did not spell out that knowledge of the patent is required to support a finding

of active inducement, the court did spell this out in Insituform Techs., Inc. v. Cat Contracting, Inc.193 In Insituform, the court
vacated a finding of active inducement because of insufficient evidence that the defendant knew of the patent. The court
stated: “A crucial element of induced infringement is that the inducer must have actual or constructive knowledge of the
patent.”194

B. Discussion
The recent Moba B.V. v. Diamond Automation, Inc. opinion arguably introduced uncertainty into the status of the knowledge
requirement.195 In Moba, the court reversed a grant of judgment as a matter of law of no inducement and remanded to the
district court to determine whether the defendant had actively induced infringing acts.196 In reviewing the court’s precedent
concerning inducement, the Moba panel focused on Hewlett-Packard, which was decided fairly early in the evolution of the
knowledge requirement and was silent on whether knowledge of the patent is required to support a finding of inducement.
Presumably it was not necessary for the Hewlett-Packard court to reach this issue because the threshold requirement of
intending that the infringing acts occur was not satisfied. In any event, however, the Moba panel ignored subsequent cases
fleshing out the knowledge requirement and relied on Hewlett-Packard in articulating its holding: “In this case, the only
intent required of [the defendant] is the intent to cause the acts that constitute infringement.”197
*36 The Moba opinion does not say anything about whether the defendant needs to know about the patent or about whether
Insituform is good law. But Moba does seem to conflict with prior precedent by holding that there is a lower standard of
proof for active inducement.
In December 2003, in the Ferguson Beauregard/Logic Controls, Division of Dover Resources, Inc. v. Mega Systems, LLC
case, the appellant argued that the test for liability for active inducement should be knowledge of the activities, not
necessarily awareness that the activities amounted to infringement.198 In support of this argument, the appellant cited a
number of district court cases but apparently did not cite Moba. The Federal Circuit panel rejected the appellant’s argument,
observing that the district court cases not only were not binding on the court but are contradicted by Federal Circuit
precedent, in particular, by Manville.199
Plaintiffs asserting active inducement of a patent may want to cite Moba in support of arguments that no knowledge of the
patent is required to find active inducement. However, defendants should argue that Moba is not good law because a three
judge panel (such as the Moba panel) may not overrule prior Federal Circuit precedent,200 and courts should follow Manville.
But what does it mean to follow Manville? Manville and subsequent cases do not explain what it means to know that an
action will cause infringement. Nor do they clarify what establishes knowledge of the patent.
As we see it, there are several choices: (i) require only intent to cause the infringing acts; (ii) add knowledge of the patent;
(iii) add an accusation of alleged infringement; and (iv) add knowledge of likely infringement.
With respect to adding knowledge of the patent, we recognize that other torts may require less knowledge and that Moba
suggests it may not be required. However, requiring knowledge of the patent would create a symmetry with contributory
infringement, and we believe there should be symmetry between these two forms of *37 indirect infringement. We would
therefore require knowledge of the patent in order to find active inducement of a patent.
As far as adding an accusation of infringement or knowledge of likely infringement, we recognize that there might be some
fairness in shifting the risk to the infringer only after the infringer knows or should know about possible infringement.
However, we believe it would be incongruous to impose a higher level of proof for liability than for willfulness, which would
also exceed the burden for many other torts. We would therefore not require an accusation of infringement or even
knowledge of likely infringement.
VI. Should the Federal Circuit Clarify Prosecution Laches??
In Symbol Technologies, Inc. v. Lemelson Medical, Education & Research Foundation, L.P.,201 the Federal Circuit held that
“the equitable doctrine of laches may be applied to bar enforcement of patent claims that issued after an unreasonable and

unexplained delay in prosecution even though the applicant complied with pertinent statutes and rules.”202 Subsequently,
although Symbol Technologies has been widely heralded as reviving the once-abandoned prosecution laches defense,203 the
decision has been criticized for providing little guidance about the contours of the defense.204 Patent infringement defendants
have been asserting prosecution laches even in cases where any delay in prosecution was extremely short,205 and district court
decisions have developed the law regarding prosecution laches, frequently adopting conflicting answers to the questions that
linger in Symbol Technologies’ wake.
*38 Before deciding Symbol Technologies, the Federal Circuit invited discussion from the affected community and
considered six amicus curiae submissions.206 Those critical of the decision for causing the perceived change in the law would
do well to remember that the Federal Circuit’s nonprecedential decisions are incapable of overturning the Supreme Court
precedent recognizing the defense. Supreme Court decisions do not come with statutes-of-limitation--they do not lose the
force of law simply because they are old.
Those critical of Symbol Technologies for its dearth of guidance about the contours of the prosecution laches defense should
bear in mind the procedural posture of the case. The district court had ruled that the defense of prosecution laches was
unavailable as a matter of law.207 It had not engaged in any factual finding but instead dismissed the prosecution laches counts
for failure to state a claim.208 The sole question before the Federal Circuit in Symbol Technologies was whether the defense
could exist. Moreover, like other equitable defenses, prosecution laches is not likely to be amenable to hard and fast rules.209
Regardless of whether the Federal Circuit could, or should, have provided more guidance in Symbol Technologies or the
subsequent decision in In re Bogese II, which affirmed a decision by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences that the
applicant forfeited his right to patent certain claims due to prosecution laches,210 it is certainly true that many important--and
sometimes puzzling--questions remain about the prosecution laches defense. On remand in Symbol Technologies, the district
court held a comprehensive trial that included prosecution laches. Trial ended in January 2003, and at the end of June 2003,
the parties submitted joint post-trial briefing of nearly 800 pages. Chief Judge Pro recently issued a decision finding certain
of the famed “Lemelson patents” unenforceable due to prosecution laches.211
*39 The likely appeal from Judge Pro’s decision, or from another case in which the defense has been tried or disposed of on
summary judgment, would allow the Federal Circuit to answer many of the pressing questions about the prosecution laches
defense. In the mean time, district courts continue to evaluate the defense, reaching frequently divergent conclusions. The
most pressing questions about prosecution laches include:
1. What are the elements of the defense? Is unreasonable and unexplained delay in prosecution sufficient, or must the
defendant show intervening rights or some other form of prejudice?
2. What constitutes unreasonable delay? Although there are likely to be no hard-and-fast rules, are there guidelines or certain
delay periods that are presumptively unreasonable?
3. What explanations will excuse a delay?
4. Is prosecution laches a defense personal to the defendant, or does it render the patent unenforceable against anyone?
5. What burden of proof applies?
District courts have reached different conclusions about the elements of prosecution laches. At least one has held that the sole
element of prosecution laches is “whether plaintiff unreasonably delayed the prosecution of his patent(s) in a manner that
cannot be reasonably explained.”212 Others have held that intervening rights is a necessary element of the defense.213
The Federal Circuit decision in In re Bogese II affirmed the Patent Office’s authority to reject claims due to prosecution
laches and affirmed the prosecution laches-based rejection in that case without requiring proof of intervening rights.214 Proof
of unreasonable delay alone was sufficient.215 Because In re Bogese II involved a prosecution laches determination by the
Patent Office, whose “authority to sanction undue delay is even broader than the authority of a district court to hold a patent
unenforceable,”216 proof of intervening rights may still be required to invalidate a patent in litigation.
*40 This is especially so considering that the district courts that have required proof of intervening rights have based the
requirement on the Supreme Court precedent addressing prosecution laches. In Verizon, the court explained:

[F]rom Crown Cork & Seal Co. v. Ferdinand Gutmann Co., 58 S. Ct. 842 (1938), it appears that proof of “intervening
adverse public rights” is a requisite element of a successful prosecution laches defense. 58 S. Ct. at 486; see also Symbol, 277
F.3d at 1364. That is, in the absence of intervening adverse rights for more than two years prior to the presentation of patent
claims in a continuation or divisional application, the claims were filed “in time” rendering prosecution laches inapplicable.
See 58 S. Ct. at 846; General Talking Pictures Corp. v. Western Elec. Co., 58 S. Ct. 849, 853 (1938). However, where the
claims at issue were presented more than two years after the existence of an intervening right, the patentee must demonstrate
sufficient excuse for the delay. See Crown Cork, 58 S. Ct. at 846.217 In contrast, other courts have interpreted Crown Cork and
General Talking Pictures merely to mean that “delay is less prejudicial for purposes of a laches defense in the absence of
‘intervening adverse rights.”’218
If intervening rights is required, yet another question is what is sufficient to establish intervening rights?219 Would a patent
suffice? Or must the intervening right in question have been in actual use? If actual use is required, must the use have been by
the party asserting prosecution laches?
In addition to intervening rights, some courts have considered evidence of other types of prejudice. Borrowing from the
traditional laches context, some litigants have contended that economic and evidentiary prejudice suffered as a result of the
delay in prosecution is relevant to whether a patent is unenforceable due to prosecution laches. Although some courts have
considered economic and evidentiary prejudice,220 others have noted that there is no authority supporting their relevance.221
Thus, one of the most important questions is whether proof of intervening rights or other prejudice is a requirement for
establishing prosecution laches.222 If not, such proof may be relevant but not required or may simply be irrelevant. If so, *41
questions remain about what constitutes intervening rights or other relevant prejudice. In determining whether prosecution
laches requires this additional element beyond unreasonable and unexplained delay, the Supreme Court precedent must, of
course, be considered. Assuming it does not require proof of intervening rights, that a patentee has been found to have
unreasonably delayed in prosecution, thereby extending the length of her exclusive rights and ability to stop the public from
practicing the invention, would seem to constitute sufficient harm to justify rendering the patent unenforceable.
Another important question in the wake of Symbol Technologies and Bogese II is whether there are any guidelines for what
amount of delay is unreasonable. District courts have found the pertinent Supreme Court precedents to give little guidance.223
Some litigants have suggested that, as with traditional laches, any delay longer than six years should be presumptively
unreasonable.224 Even if no presumptions apply, the likely reasonability of various delay periods will tend to become
established as more and more cases are litigated. For example, although most courts have declined to adopt a per se rule
barring prosecution laches for patents issued after the 1995 incorporation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Uruguay Round Agreement Act (“GATT”) into United States law,225 they have noted that the limitations on the life of patents
effectuated by GATT will tend to counsel in favor of reasonability.226
A related issue about what constitutes unreasonable delay is whether the applicant must have subjectively intended to prolong
prosecution or whether objectively unreasonable behavior is sufficient regardless of whether the applicant appreciated his or
her behavior was unreasonable. In Reiffin, the district court for the Northern District of California held that the test is
objective.227
Similar questions remain about what factors can excuse delay. Certainly some post-hoc excuses concocted by litigation
counsel are likely to be insufficient (viz. “the dog ate my application”), but are any categorically irrelevant? Or, because the
defense is equitable, is any factor potentially fair game?
*42 The fourth and fifth prosecution laches puzzlers identified by this paper are potentially related. Is the defense personal to
the defendant, or does a finding of prosecution laches render a patent unenforceable across the board? Although the dissent in
Bogese II characterized the defense recognized in Symbol Technologies as “an equitable defense personal to these
defendants,”228 the holding in Bogese II affirming a prosecution laches-based rejection by the Patent Office precluded
enforcing the claims against anyone.229 Although a determination of unreasonable delay by the Patent Office is arguably
distinguishable from the litigation context, it may be a distinction without a difference as far as abuse of the period of
exclusivity is concerned.
The final open question discussed in this paper is what should be the applicable burden of proof. Although litigants have
contended that the defendant must establish prosecution laches by clear and convincing evidence, several district courts have

held that proof by a preponderance is enough.230
Some of the questions discussed above lend themselves more to determination on a case by case basis. However, we do
believe that the burden of proof for prosecution laches, as for validity, should be a preponderance of the evidence. We also
believe that a finding of unenforceability due to prosecution laches should render the patent unenforceable across the board
rather than solely with respect to the parties.
Conclusion
Thus, we have come full circle--a resolution of some questions will inevitably affect the best resolution of others. This is true
of countless other issues in addition to the puzzlers we have discussed. Practitioners-- keeping in mind the practical goal of
the patent law rather than any particular case--should continue to discuss these difficult issues. Congress and the courts
should not be left to resolve them in the dark. Although resolving any of these questions will not be easy--and may, in fact,
simply raise more difficult questions--the resolutions are more likely to be clear and consistent when those who will be
affected participate in the discussion.
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